
EXTENSION STOPS 

How to Insert an Extension Stop

1. Remove the upright from the brace.

2. Remove the Allen screw on the hinge by 
using an Allen Wrench, size 5/64. Take 
out the zero-degree extension stop that 
comes standard on each brace.  

3. Insert the 10-degree extension stop. Make 
sure the hole in the hinge and the hole in 
the extension stop are aligned. Replace 
the Allen screw. 

4. Extend the hinge to confirm that the stop 
is working properly.

5. Re-insert the hinge back into the sleeve 
where is was removed on the side of 
the brace. It is snug so be careful as you 
maneuver it back into place. 

How to Insert a Flexion stop

1. Remove the upright from the brace.

2. Pick the degree of flexion you require

3. Insert the desired flexion stop in the 
back of the hinge. Make sure the hole in 
the hinge and the hole in the extension 
stop are aligned. Tighten with provided 
Allen screw.

4. Flex the hinge to confirm that the stop is 
working properly.  

5. Re-insert the hinge back into the sleeve 
where is was removed on the side of the 
brace. It may be a little snug, so be patient 
as you maneuver it back into place.
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How to add condylar pads

1. Remove the plastic film cover from the 
adhesive side of the condylar pad. 

2. Affix the condylar pad (sticky side down) 
to the interior side of the brace at the 
knee center. 

3. Press firmly to secure the condylar pad 
to the brace. 

4. Repeat on the other condyle 
side if desired.

If required you may remove the exterior  
thigh or tibia shell and trim the shape.

1. Remove the shell  
from the brace.

2. Trim with scissors. You can 
use sand paper to smooth 
the edges if required. 

3. Re-apply the shell with 
the attached hook. 

4. When re-attaching the 
shell, make sure the cut 
outs match carefully 
with the black laces.
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